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Supplementary Materials 
 

 

Figure S1: Visual aspect of the reverse extraction steps for each different IL-ATPS tested before (pH=5) and after adjusting 

the pH (pH=13). The previously collected IL-rich phases were resuspended in their corresponding concentrated aqueous 

salt solution and the pH was adjusted to 13 by the dropwise addition of NaOH. The mixtures were left to equilibrate for 

30min before centrifugation for 5min at 4000rpm and overnight decantation. Both IL-rich and salt-rich phases were collected 

again and absorbances measured. Top phase: IL-rich phase; Bottom phase: salt-rich phase, Figure S2: Back extraction 

efficiency (A) and overall efficiency (B) of red pigments extraction for each strain in the 4 IL-ATPS tested (n=3). 
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Figure S1. Visual aspect of the reverse extraction steps for each different IL-ATPS tested before (pH=5) 
and after adjusting the pH (pH=13). The previously collected IL-rich phases were resuspended in their 
corresponding concentrated aqueous salt solution and the pH was adjusted to 13 by the dropwise 
addition of NaOH. The mixtures were left to equilibrate for 30min before centrifugation for 5min at 
4000rpm and overnight decantation. Both IL-rich and salt-rich phases were collected again and 
absorbances measured. Top phase: IL-rich phase; Bottom phase: salt-rich phase. 
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Figure S2. Back extraction efficiency (A) and overall efficiency (B) of red pigments extraction for each 
strain in the 4 IL-ATPS tested (n=3). The overall (direct + reverse) extraction efficiency (Eff tot%) was 
calculated as follows: 
Eff tot% = mback extraction salt phase /mo    

with mo: initial mass of the target pigments provided by the fermentative broth (expressed in terms 
of milliequivalent (meqv.) of polyketide pigments), mback extraction salt phase: mass of the target pigments 
(in meqv. of polyketide pigments) recovered in the salt phase after the second extraction. 

 

 


